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Summary

Ejectors are pump-like devices that have no moving parts and use only the energy of high
pressure hydrogen feed to function, making them attractive alternatives to mechanical pumps
in fuel cell anode gas recirculation applications. Due to the simple design, ejectors are
inexpensive to manufacture and have low maintenance costs.
This document describes the ejector development, experimental, and modelling work
performed by VTT and Aalto University.
The first section of this document briefly reviews ejector operation principles with application
to PEM fuel cells. The experimental part describes design and manufacturing of a custom
ejector, and its experimental characterization along with a commercial ejector of similar
caliper.
The third section describes the modelling of the ejector domain and compares the model
results to the experimental findings. The results and findings are summarized at the end with
conclusions and next steps.
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1. Introduction to ejectors
1.1

Operating principle

Ejector is a type of a pump that uses the Venturi effect to convert potential energy of
pressurized motive fluid to high velocity jet, from which the momentum is diffused to
surrounding fluid particles, creating suction. Figure 1 shows a cross-section diagram of a
typical low-pressure ejector. The primary fluid is fed to the nozzle at high-pressure, creating a
sonic jet after the nozzle throat. The primary and secondary fluids are mixed in the mixing
section, and then decelerated and expanded in the diffuser section. A vacuum is created in the
suction chamber, allowing the ejector to be used as a gas pump.

Figure 1: Diagram of ejector operation principle.

1.2

Application in fuel cell systems

In a typical proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) system hydrogen is fed to the stack
anode through a pressure reducer. To guarantee sufficient fuel concentrations also near the
fuel cell outlet regions, fuel is typically fed in excess. In the simplest system, shown in Figure
2 a), this is achieved by using a purge valve that periodically opens at the fuel cell outlet,
removing accumulated inert gases and water.
To increase the fuel efficiency without risking local fuel starvation at the cell outlet, a
recirculation pump can be employed. The pump increases flow rate through the cell with
unused hydrogen recirculated back to the inlet as shown in Figure 2 b). Thus, the fuel cell stack
local or per pass fuel utilization (u ) is decreased, while higher system fuel utilization (u ) can
be achieved with reduced purge frequency. Inclusion of a pump will however increase the
balance of plant (BoP) power consumption.
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Figure 2: Anode fuel supply configurations with flow regulation by pressure controller.
Also ejectors are used in PEMFCs for anode gas recirculation. Mechanical pumps consume
electrical energy and are prone to corrosion induced failures and hydrogen leaks. Ejectors,
on the other hand, operate solely on the potential energy of high pressure hydrogen storage,
which otherwise would be lost. With no moving parts, ejectors are also very durable and fairly
inexpensive to manufacture, although the system cost may increase due to non-standard
pressure regulation components. Figure 2 c) shows the application of ejector in a fuel cell
system.
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2. Ejector manufacturing and characterization
This section will describe the process of designing the custom-made ejector, together with the
experimental characterization and modelling. A more detailed description of the experimental
and modelling parts are given in reference [1].

2.1

Ejector dimensioning

The nozzle throat is the most important dimension in an ejector because, together with the
primary pressure, it determines the primary gas flow and, hence, the PEMFC electrical current.
In this work, a nozzle throat diameter of 0.5 mm was chosen because at moderate primary
pressure of 6 bar(g), it results in a primary gas flow rate corresponding to approximately 8000
A total current. This is approximately the total current in a 5 kW e PEMFC. The detailed
dimensioning process is explained in [1] and the final dimensions are shown in Figure 3.
Rest of the ejector dimensions were chosen based on previous work [2, 3, 4]. The most
important dimension, apart from the nozzle throat, are the mixing section diameter (Dm) and
length (Lm), the nozzle position relative to mixing section (Lne), as well as diffuser length (Ld)
and divergence angle (αd). In choosing these dimensions, focus was placed on achieving good
ejector performance on a wide range. The dimensions are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Final version of the custom-made ejector geometry with dimensions in mm.

2.2

Commercial ejectors

After the ejector dimensioning task was completed, a review was done on commercially
available ejectors. Most of the company’s manufacturing ejectors focus on much larger
ejectors than would be required in a kW-range stationary PEMFC system. However, a lot of
smaller scale ejectors were available, primarily for vacuum generation purposes. In this kind
of application, pressurized air is used to generate vacuum into the ejector secondary inlet,
while the outlet flow is discarded, preferably through a silencer unit.
The vacuum ejectors were typically manufactured from plastic or aluminium, but SMC also
produced ZH-series ejectors manufactured of stainless steel (AISI 316L). In addition to
hydrogen compatibility the expected flow range for the ejectors is suitable for the hydrogen
fuel cells (2-20 kW) in back-up and range extender applications. The maximum operating
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pressure of SMC ejectors (0.6 MPa) is too low for automotive fuel cell system purposes, but
sufficient for our targeted main applications. Target of the work is to characterize different
ejectors varying the gas, humidity level, and ejector inlet pressure, suction pressure, and outlet
pressure.
As the sizing of the ejector nozzle was also in the right range, a SMC ZH05S-X267 was
purchased for initial testing. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the ejector. As the ejector outlet
was not optimized for recirculation applications, the flow goes through a large stepwise
expansion and contracts again at the outlet connection.

Figure 4: Photograph of a SMC ZH-series ejector installed in the test set-up. Primary inlet on
the right, outlet on the left and secondary inlet is facing upwards.

2.3

Manufacturing of custom ejector

Based on the review and ejector dimensioning, sketching of the first 3D CAD model was started
using Autodesk Inventor. The ejector body consisted of 5 cylindrical sections and a nozzle that
is connected to the ejector body with flanges as shown in Figure 5. The 6 total parts would be
aligned together with connecting hollow rods, sealed with O-rings and clamped together with
bolts running through the rods.

Figure 5: Initial design of the custom made ejector.
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Based on the initial design, negotiations were started with The Finnish School of Watchmaking
for the manufacturing process. The shallow angle parts required at the conical diffusor part,
secondary inlet and nozzle would require manufacturing of custom precision reaming tools.
The manufacturing costs for this method would be around 300-500 €, but would be very time
consuming, especially if manufactured form hydrogen compatible AISI 316L stainless steel.
Different material and moulding options for manufacturing the ejector body were investigated,
including brass, epoxy resin, and polyoxymethylene. Finally, a suitable 3D-printable material
was found in the selection of an additive manufacturing company, AMFinland Oy.
The ejector body was redesigned for 3D-printing, consisting of three parts: primary nozzle with
connection flange, ejector main body, and outlet flange with socket four outlet piping, as shown
in Figure 6. The primary and secondary inlets were also drawn with a socket to fit connective
piping to be either welded or brazed. The body was designed as three parts because of
restrictions in printing volume. The flanges with suitable grooves on the main body were sealed
with O-rings (16.3 mm x 2.4 mm, FPM).

Figure 6: Half section view of the ejector CAD drawing. The flanges are connected by bolts
and sealed with FPM O-rings. Gas pipings will be brazed or welded to the ejector frame.
The ejector was 3D printed from stainless steel powder (CL 20ES, EN 1.4404/AISI 316L) by
direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) method. The DMLS printing accuracy is between 0.02-0.06
mm, but due to lack of support against gravity, this accuracy was not met in some regions,
especially in the suction chamber.
After 3D printing, the ejector was finalized at The Finnish School of Watchmaking. The walls
shown in red in Figure 3 were polished. The nozzle flange face was polished to meet the
requirement of nozzle position: Lne was measured to be 1.80+0.05-0.05 mm. The suction
chamber was left unpolished as it would have required excessive tooling effort. The ejector
nozzle diameter was drilled from its printed value 0.4 mm to its final 0.50+0.03-0.00 mm
value. The mixing section diameter (Dm) was matched to 2.0+0.02-0.00 mm with a custom
made file. The tolerances are estimates provided by the watchmaking school and are based
on measured deviations.
Finally, stainless steel pipes with 4 mm, 10 mm, and 10 mm inner diameters were brazed to
the primary inlet, secondary inlet and ejector outlet, respectively. 6 and 12 mm Swagelok
fittings were connected to the pipes, the ejector parts were assembled, and the ejector was
pressure tested at 10 bar(g). Figure 7 displays the ejector with finalized nozzle visible as well
as the ejector installed in the experimental test bench. The total price for the 3D printed
ejector was around 900 €.
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Figure 7. Finalized nozzle shown on bottom left and assembled ejector shown on bottom
right. The flanges are connected by bolts and sealed with FPM O-rings, while gas piping is
brazed onto the ejector frame.

2.4

Experimental set-up and measurements

The experimental set-up was designed to simulate ejector operation conditions on a real fuel
cell system. The first concept employed two metal-hydride storage vessels acting as hydrogen
sinks with the unused gas routed back to ejector secondary inlet (suction). The control of
hydrogen adsorption rate in this case would very hard to keep constant.

H2/Air
FTair

Water

FTH2 TT

PT

Ejector

PT

HT

Primary inlet
FTH2
Pressurized
H2/air

TT

Secondary inlet
PT

Pressure
reducers
Throttle
Heater

Back-pressure
regulator

TT

FTair

By-pass
valve

HT

Exhaust
Humidifier

Figure 8: Ejector test setup. TT: temperature transmitter, FT: flow rate transmitter, PT: gauge
pressure transmitter, HT: humidity transmitter.
However, a simpler system was designed, using two pressure regulators and a back pressure
regulator, as shown in Figure 8. The primary pressure regulator is used for controlling the gas
feed through ejector nozzle. Back pressure regulator emulates the pressure at fuel cell stack
inlet, while pressure reducer at secondary gas inlet emulates the pressure at stack outlet. The
pressure drop in the stack is then given as a difference between the back pressure and
secondary inlet pressure. Another advantage was that this set-up allows the use of various
gases and mixture, as with the metal-hydride system, only hydrogen containing mixtures could
be used. Figure 9 shows photographs of the measurement set-up with humid hydrogen used
as secondary gas.
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Figure 9: Left: Photo showing the hydrogen supply, humidification system, monitoring
instrumentation, and exhaust hose line. Right: Close-up on the ejector junctions and
instruments.
In the experiments, dry gas was fed to the ejector primary and secondary inlets. In case of with
humid secondary gas, the dry gas was humidified in a gas-liquid membrane humidifier. The
secondary inlet gas humidity was controlled by the heating water temperature and flow rate.
The dew point was calculated as follows:
Tdew,s(°C) = 1435.264/(4.6543-log10(pvaps,in(bar)∙RHs,in(%)/100%))-208.302
where the vapor pressure, pvap, is calculated from
pvap(bar) = 10(4.6543-1435.264./(T(K)-64.848))

The flow rates, pressures, temperatures, and humidities were recorded with CompactRio dataacquisition system with 500 ms intervals. A measurement was considered successful when
the pressures and secondary inlet dew point temperature remained close to target values for
at least 60 consecutive data points. The target values are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Target values of quantities controlled.
Quantity
pp,in (bar(g))
pout (bar(g))
ps,in (bar(g))
Tdew,s,in (°C)

2.5

Ejector
Custom-made
SMC ZH05S-X267
Custom-made
SMC ZH05S-X267
Custom-made
SMC ZH05S-X267
Custom-made
SMC ZH05S-X267

Target value
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 (pp,in > pout)
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0
0.00, 0.25, 0.50
0.50
pout – (0.000, 0.025, 0.050, 0.100, 0.150, … )
pout – (0.000, 0.100, 0.200, 0.300, … )
H2: 60 | air: dry, 60, 75
air: dry, 60, 75

Results

The experimental results give the ejector performance for a given combination of primary
pressure and secondary pressure increase. In a PEMFC system, the secondary pressure
increase is determined by the stack pressure drop. To estimate ejector performance in a
PEMFC system, a stack pressure drop function is assumed and linear data interpolation is
employed. The stack pressure drop (ΔpFC) is assumed a linear function of ejector outlet mass
flow rate (ṁout):
ΔpFC = b∙ṁout
where ṁout is the ejector outlet mass flow rate and the coefficient b is varied to study ejector
performance in systems with varying flow resistance. For ejector operated with hydrogen,
these cofficients are:
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b1 = 0.1943 bar/(g/s)
“low-flow-resistance”
b2 = 0.4275 bar/(g/s)
“moderate-flow-resistance”
b3 = 1.0050 bar/(g/s)
“high-flow-resistance”
For ejector operated with air, these cofficients are:
b1 = 0.06182 bar/(g/s)
“low-flow-resistance”
b2 = 0.13438 bar/(g/s)
“moderate-flow-resistance”
b3 = 0.32393 bar/(g/s)
“high-flow-resistance”
In both cases, the pressure drop at maximum primary pressure with coefficients b1, b2, and b3
is 51.7 mbar (0.75 psi), 103.4 mbar (1.5 psi), and 206.9 mbar (3 psi), respectively, for
secondary gas saturated at 60 °C.
2.5.1

Custom ejector in-situ performance

The ejector efficiency and fuel utilization maps with the interpolated operating ejector curves
(the curves along which ejector operates in a system with given flow resistance) are shown in
Figure 10. Figure 10a also shows the maximum efficiency curve, i.e. the curve as function of
primary pressure where ejector achieves maximum efficiency. Comparing the operating curves
and the maximum efficiency curve shows that, at higher primary pressure (corresponding to
higher primary gas flow rate and higher PEMFC power), best ejector performance is obtained
in the high-flow-resistance system. The efficiency map, and hence, the maximum efficiency
curve are characteristic to each ejector design. Therefore, different ejector designs result in
maximum efficiency curves better matching the other two operating curves and in presumably
better ejector performance.

Figure 10. Experimental a) efficiency1 and b) per pass fuel utilization ( ) maps and ejector
operating curves (dashed lines). The maximum efficiency curve (black solid) is shown in figure
a).
Figure 11 shows the achieved recirculation rate in terms of fuel utilization per pass (u ) and the
pressure drop (difference between ejector outlet pressure and secondary inlet pressure) for
the three flow resistances obtained by interpolation. The recirculation rate achieved in systems
with high-flow-resistance corresponds to a fuel utilization per pass less than 67 % in the
primary pressure range of 0.75 to 6 bar(g). For the same primary pressure range, the
recirculation rate achieved in systems with low-flow-resistance corresponds to a fuel utilization
per pass less than 54 %. In practise, a primary pressure of 0.75 bar(g) corresponds to 1-1.5
kW PEMFC power while a primary pressure of 6 bar(g) corresponds to 4.5-5 kW power.
Figure 11 also shows the interpolated data of simulations conducted with the k-ω model. As
seen, the recirculation rate achieved is over estimated except at low anode gas recirculation
rates. More simulation results are presented later.

1

Definition given in reference [1].
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Figure 11. Interpolated data as function of primary pressure with three different flow
resistances. a) per pass fuel utilization, b) stack pressure drop. Experimental data shown as
markers and simulation results (SST k-ω) shown as solid lines. Working gas: H2, Tdew,s,in = 60
°C, pout = 0.25 barg.
2.5.2

Ejectors operating with air

Figure 12 shows the efficiency maps and operating curves of the custom ejector and the SMC
ejector operated with dry air. It is seen that the operating curves of the custom ejector better
matches the region of maximum efficiency – only very low efficiency is achieved with the SMC
ejector in systems with pressure drops of this magnitude. To achieve higher efficiency, the
SMC ejector should be operated in a system with considerably higher pressure drop/flow
resistance.
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Figure 12. Ejector efficiency maps when operated with dry air and pout = 0.5 bar(g). a) Custommade, b) SMC ZH05S-X267.
The poor efficiency of the SMC ejector is reflected to the achieved entrainment ratios when
operated with dry and humid air, shown in Figure 13. The custom ejector performs clearly
better at all conditions. This highlights the benefits of customized ejector design.
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Figure 13. Performance (entrainment ratio) comparison of custom ejector and commercial
(SMC ZH05S-X267) ejector operating with air at pout = 0.5 bar(g). a) Tdew,s,in = dry, b) Tdew,s,in =
60 °C, c) Tdew,s,in = 75 °C.
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3. Ejector modelling
3.1

Definition of the model

The custom ejector modelling is conducted with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) using the
commercial software ANSYS Fluent v16.0. The simulations are conducted in 2D axisymmetric
geometry assuming compressible and steady flow obeyed by the ideal gas law.
The computational domain (Figure 14) was discretized using structured meshes refined at
walls. Several meshes (45k, 159k, 237k, and 424k cells) were tested for mesh independent
results and a mesh containing approximately 159k cells was found adequate.

Figure 14. Computational domain.
Three turbulence models were tested: SST k-ω, RNG k-ε, and Realizable k-ε. These are the
three turbulence models most commonly used in ejector modelling. Each data-point of
experiments conducted with hydrogen as the working fluid is simulated with each of the three
turbulence models.
For comparing experimental results with simulation results, the mean absolute deviation (AD)
and mean relative deviation (RD) are employed. These are computed as follows:
AD = 1/n∙Σi=1…n|Ωmeas,i - Ωsim,i|
RD = 1/n∙Σi=1…n|1 - Ωsim,i/Ωmeas,i |
where the entrainment ratio, Ω, is a commonly used ejector performance measure defined as
the ratio of secondary mass flow rate to the primary mass flow rate. The indices i refer to data
points, n being the total amount of data points considered.
In addition to testing the performance predictions accuracy of each turbulence model, the
sensitivity of ejector performance towards selected ejector dimensions and boundary
conditions is tested. These tests are conducted with the turbulence model showing highest
accuracy overall and only for a subset of experimental points. These points are those with low
(next to zero), moderate, and maximum secondary gas flow rate at primary pressures of 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 bar(g).

3.2

Results

Table 2 shows the overall, low-entrainment-ratio (Ωmeas < 1), and high-entrainment-ratio (Ωmeas
> 1) ADs and RDs for the three tested turbulence models and ejector operated with humid H 2
as the secondary gas. The SST k-ω model was found to predict ejector performance most
accurately considering ADs and at high-entrainment-ratio conditions. The RNG k-ε model was
found to predict ejector performance most accurately considering RDs and at low-entrainmentratio conditions. The RNG k-ε model also predicted the position of maximum efficiency as
function of primary pressure most accurately (see Figure 15). This is important knowledge for
ejector optimization. The results obtained with the Realizable k-ε model were almost identical
with those obtained with the RNG k-ε model. Overall, the simulation results deviate quite much
(60-70 % in average) from experimental results.
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Table 2. ADs and RDs of custom ejector operated with pure H2 as the primary gas, H2
saturated at 60 °C as the secondary gas, and 0.25 bar(g) ejector outlet pressure.

Ωmeas < 1
0,78
0,47
0,48

All
0,73
0,97
1,04

Ωmeas < 1
227,2 %
144,6 %
146,2 %

RD
Ωmeas > 1
31,5 %
41,5 %
44,5 %

All
68,2 %
60,9 %
63,6 %

(%)

Model
SST k-ω
RNG k-ε
Realizable k-ε

AD
Ωmeas > 1
0,72
1,08
1,17

Figure 15. Measured and simulated ejector efficiency as function of secondary pressure
increase for primary pressures 2, 4, and 6 bar(g).
The tests of ejector performance sensitivity toward selected ejector dimension and boundary
conditions were conducted with the SST k-ω model. The main findings were that none of the
tested parameters show an effect on ejector performance that could explain the observed
deviation between simulated and experimental data. Within the tested limits, the secondary
inlet pressure, the outlet pressure, and the secondary inlet composition showed the most
prominent effect on ejector performance. A general observation was that ejector performance
sensitivity towards all tested parameters increase with decreasing primary pressure. Thus,
unstable ejector performance at low primary pressures is expected, especially in cases of
water condensation induced variation in stack pressure drop. For more stable performance,
the ejector can be sized for higher primary pressures (smaller nozzle throat), although at the
expense decreased recirculation rate (see e.g. Figure 13).
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4. Ejector testing in FCS
This section will describe the ejector control method and the FCS where it is used as well as
their testing.

4.1
4.1.1

Ejector control
Description

The principle of the ejector control method tested in this work is to restrict the primary gas flow
rate to some predefined discrete levels. The amount of gas flowing through the restriction(s)
must also flow through the ejector and, hence, the ejector primary pressure is adjusted
accordingly. The individual flow control restrictions are realized as a combination of solenoid
valves and flow restrictors (see Figure 16). If sized properly, the solenoid valves can act as
flow restrictors and no separate restrictors are needed.

Figure 16. Schematic of ejector control.
Small orifices are best suited as restrictions because of the low flow rates needed in this
application. The orifices (see Figure 17) used in the present setup were purchased from Lee
Ihm and mounted into port connectors by Swagelok. This approach enabled the direct
mounting of flow restrictors into the gas line. The cost of the orifices was in the range 5.31 to
5.62 €/pcs and the cost of port connectors was 5.60 €/pcs. The solenoid valves (Asco
E262K020S1N00H1) were 90 €/pcs. Additional cost arises from pipe connectors needed to
connect the different restrictor branches together.

Figure 17. Left: Insert orifices by Lee Ihm (http://www.leeimh.com/). Middle: A Lee insert orifice
mounted into a Swagelok port connector. Right: Ejector control system.
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Given a constant upstream pressure, one flow control restriction can supply gas at a fixed rate.
Increasing the number of flow control restrictions, rapidly increases the amount of achievable
flow rate levels because of the increasing number of possible combinations. However, with
increasing number of flow control restrictions, the total cost also grows even though the price
per flow rate level drops. The following equation gives the amount of flow rate levels (i.e. the
sum of combinations, Σ[C(n,k)]) achievable with N static flow restrictions:
Σ[C(n,k)] = 2N - 1
In the current setup, for example, three flow control restrictions were used (as shown in Figure
16), each consisting of two parallel insert orifices for more accurate sizing. This gives 7 flow
rate levels. In many stationary applications, three flow rate levels achieved with two restrictions
or even just one flow rate level achieved with a single restriction could suffice.
The restrictors were sized to cover the stack current range with 30 A steps and 9 barg hydrogen
supply pressure (see Figure 18). With the 9 barg supply pressure, the flow in the restrictors is
choked up to approximately 5 barg restrictor outlet pressures. Above this limit, the 30 A steps
cannot be achieved unless the supply pressure is increases. To achieve 30 A steps throughout
the current range, approximately 17 barg hydrogen supply pressure is required and the
restrictors should be sized accordingly. Because of the lower supply pressure used, the
theoretical maximum current with the current setup is approximately 175 A.
Restrictor outlet pressure

Restrictor outlet pressure
= ejector inlet pressure [barg]

10
9
8

Ejector inlet pressure
R1/R2/R3
174,4 A

7
R2/R3
161,9 A
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Figure 18. Sizing the three flow restrictors (R1, R2 and R3) used in the present setup.
4.1.2

Initial testing

The ejector flow control setup was tested before mounting it into the FCS. Next, these tests
are described.
4.1.2.1
Static behaviour
The static behaviour of the flow control setup was tested by supplying hydrogen at 9 barg
pressure and recording the flow rate at all 7 flow rate levels. The results are shown in Figure
19. As seen, the measured flow rates are close to the theoretical ones, the maximum error
being 3 %.
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Figure 19. Measured and theoretical static hydrogen flow rate at the 7 ejector flow control
operating points.
4.1.2.2
Transient behaviour
The transient behaviour of the flow control setup was tested by initially keeping all the flow
control valves close. Then all three valves were opened simultaneously at 9 barg hydrogen
supply pressure and the flow rates and pressures were recorded. The results are shown in
Figure 20 where it is seen that the pressures and flow rates develop within few hundred
milliseconds and they make little or no overshoot. The entrainment ratio makes an initial jump
because the primary gas flow rate meter reacts slower on changes than does the secondary
gas flow rate meter.
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Figure 20. Transient behaviour of ejector control setup at 9 barg supply pressure when all three
valves are opened simultaneously.
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4.2
4.2.1

FCS
FCS description

Figure 21 shows the scheme of the FCS used in testing the ejector and its control. The system
was designed to achieve steady operation with an ejector recirculating the anode gas. The
main system components are listed in Table 3 and Figure 22 shows a photo of the FCS.

Figure 21. PEMFC system scheme. FT: flow transmitter, PT: gauge pressure transmitter, CT:
H2 concentration transmitter, TT: temperature transmitter, HT: humidity transmitter, SV:
solenoid valve, PR: pressure reducer, FL: particle filter, R: flow restriction, E: ejector, S: water
separator, RV: relief valve/burst disc, HEX: heat exchanger, PV: proportional valve, DI: deionization filter, P: coolant pump, EV: expansion vessel, MH: membrane humidifier, B: air
blower.
Table 3. Main components of the FCS.
Component
PEMFC stack
Ejector
Ejector control
Air blower
Cathode humidifier
Coolant pump
Coolant de-ionizing filter
Coolant heat exchanger

Manufacturer
PowerCell
Custom-made
Custom-made
Ametek
Permapure
EMP
Spectrapure
Swep

Model
S2/50 cells

Windjammer 230 VAC
FC300-1600-10HP
WP29
DI-MBHT-RT3-10L-25
B5Hx20/1P-SC-S
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Figure 22. The ready fuel cell system.
4.2.2

FCS polarization curve

The newly built FCS was characterized by conducting a stack polarization curve test. In
addition, the system has been used for studying the effect of inert build-up on ejector
performance under steady state operation. The results of inert build-up tests will be reported
in a paper that is under preparation. The polarization curve test is described next.
4.2.2.1
Method
Polarization curve test was conducted according to Polarisation curve test method suggested
by Malkow et al. [5] as applicable. First, the system was preconditioned at approximately 110
A load current for more than 30 minutes. After preconditioning, the stack load current was
stepwise ramped up to maximum current. The step sizes and maximum current were
determined by the ejector control setup. After reaching maximum current, the stack current
was ramped down to zero current. Finally, the current was ramped again back to the starting
current of approximately 110 A. The approximate current levels and the active ejector flow
control restrictors at each current level are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Current levels in polarization curve measurement.
Step
Current
Polarization curve direction
Restrictors
#
level [#]
active
Up
Down
1
4/7
R3
2
5/7
x
R1, R3
3
6/7
x
R2, R3
4
7/7
x
x
R1, R2, R3
5
6/7
x
R2, R3
6
5/7
x
R1, R3
7
4/7
x
R3
8
3/7
x
R1, R2
9
2/7
x
R2
10
1/7
x
R1
11
-/7
x
x
12
1/7
x
R1
13
2/7
x
R2
14
3/7
x
R1, R2
15
4/7
R3

Approximate
stack current [A]
110
130
145
160
145
130
110
80
55
25
0
25
55
80
110
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Each current level (except zero current) was maintained for approximately 15 minutes. The
first 10 to 12 minutes comprised the equilibration and stabilization periods (teq and tstab). The
data for the polarization curve was recorded during a period of 3 minute (3 complete anode
purge cycles) after the stabilization period. The data acquisition protocol is summarized in
Table 5.
Table 5. Data acquisition protocol in polarization curve measurement. Refer to [5] for
explanations of the various time periods.
Preconditiong time (at step #1)
≥ 30 min
Period of equilibration (teq)
short time after step switch
Stabilization period (tstab ≥ 2· tacq)
~ 10-12 min
Data acquisition period (tacq)
3 min (= 3 purge cycles)
Offset time (toffs)
Not needed
Duration of test step (tdwell = teq + tstab + tacq + toffs)
10 - 15 min
Data sampling interval (tsmpl)
1s
During polarization curve measurement, periodic air pulses and anode purges were performed
synchronously. The air pulses were conducted by setting the air blower control signal to
maximum value for 2 seconds after which the blower control was lowered back to its predefined
level. The anode purges were performed by opening the purge valve and one extra ejector
flow control valve (to increase hydrogen flow rate) for 500 milliseconds. Between anode
purges, the anode buffer volume (shown in Figure 21) was allowed to pressurize between 30
mbar and 80 mbar, thus adding flow through the stack during anode purges. The control
parameters employed during polarization curve tests are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Parameters employed in polarization curve measurement.
Anode purge length
500 ms
Anode purge interval
60 s
Air pulse length
2s
Air pulse interval
60 s
Heating cable set points
75 C

4.2.2.2
Results
The variation in time-averaged operating conditions is shown in Table 7 and the polarization
curve is shown in Figure 23. The measured polarization curve is almost indistinguishable from
the polarization curve supplied by the stack manufacturer, indicating that the system built
functions well.
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Table 7. Set points and range of operating conditions during polarization curve
measurement.
Anode
Set point
Time-averaged value
Temperature (inlet)
66,1…74,6 °C
Temperature (outlet)
63,0…72,0 °C
Relative humidity (inlet)
18…49 %
Relative humidity (outlet)
34…96 %
Pressure (inlet)
49…95 mbarg
Pressure (outlet)
33…77 mbarg
Fuel utilization per pass, uf
35…63 %
Ejector entrainment ratio, Ω
2,3…4,6
Cathode
Set point
Time-averaged value
Temperature (inlet)
54,9…62,6 °C
Temperature (outlet)
63,0…69,2 °C
Relative humidity (inlet)
29…74 %
Relative humidity (outlet)
64…100 %
Pressure (inlet)
4…116 mbarg
Pressure (outlet)
-6…4 mbarg
Air stoichiometry*, λ
2
1,9…3,0
Coolant
Set point
Time-averaged value
Temperature (inlet)
70 °C
70,0…70,1 °C
Temperature (outlet)
70,0…74,2 °C
Pressure (outlet)
499…591 mbarg
Flow rate
50 % pump control
20,6…21,0 lpm
* Because of periodic air pulses, the measured time-averaged air stoichiometry deviates
remarkably from target value especially at low current levels. The measured time-averaged
air stoichiometry between air pulses was 1,8…2,1.
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Figure 23. Stack polarization curve with error bars showing the variation between upwards and
downwards polarization curves.
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Figure 24. Fuel utilization per pass (uf), ejector entrainment ratio (Ω), and ejector primary
pressure (pp,in) as function of stack current with error bars showing the variation between
upwards and downwards polarization curves.
The anode gas recirculation rate, in terms of fuel utilization per pass and ejector entrainment
ratio, and ejector primary inlet pressure are shown in Figure 24. The anode gas recirculation
rate is computed from the water balance over the ejector. The recirculation rate achieved is
approximately as high as could be expected based on ejector characterization tests
conducted and reported earlier. The error bars, showing the variation in computed values
between upwards and downwards polarization curves, indicate that water balance settles
slowly especially at low current levels.
The stack efficiency, the system efficiency, and the total efficiency are shown in Figure 25.
The efficiencies are computed as follows:
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Figure 25. Stack efficiency (ηstack), system efficiency (ηsystem), and total efficiency (ηtotal) as
function of stack current with error bars showing the variation between upwards and
downwards polarization curves.
The maximum total efficiency, 45.7 %, is achieved at 54.2 A current. Figure 26 shows the
distribution of the fuel energy content at this operating point. 12.0 % of fuel energy content is
consumed by the BoP and only 0.3 % is consumed by the anode recirculation system.
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Figure 26. Distribution of fuel energy content (LHV) at system maximum efficiency point.
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5. Summary and conclusions
A customized ejector for 5 kW e PEMFC systems has been designed, manufactured and
characterized. The customized ejector was manufactured according to the designed
dimensions with a direct metal laser sintering process, resulting in a hydrogen compatible AISI
316L stainless steel components. The ejector nozzle throttle and placement was finalized in
the local watchmaking school. Commercial 316L stainless steel vacuum ejectors were also
found and these were tested along the custom made ejector.
Ejector in-situ performance was estimated by interpolation of experimental data in systems
with three different flow resistances. The results show that satisfactory recirculation rate (high
flow resistance: u < 67 %, low flow resistance: u < 54 %) is achieved on a wide range (1.5 to
4.5 kW e). The highest efficiency in high primary pressure range (3 to 6 bar(g)) was observed
in the high-flow-resistance system, suggesting that performance in low- and moderate-flowresistance systems can be improved by modifying ejector design.
Comparing the in-situ performance achieved with the customized ejector and a commercial
ejector (SMC ZH05S-X267) showed that considerably higher recirculation is achieved with the
customized ejector in systems with the tested flow resistances. Indeed, the operation of the
commercial ejector in these systems was shown to be far from maximum efficiency operation,
highlighting the importance of ejector customization for optimal performance.
Simulations of the customized ejector have been conducted employing CFD in 2D
axisymmetric geometry. Three turbulence models commonly employed in ejector modelling
was tested: SST k-ω, RNG k-ε, and Realizable k-ε. In general, modelling with all turbulence
models over-predict the entrainment ratio – in average by 60 to 70 %. However, significantly
better predictions (in average 31.5 % relative error) are obtained with the SST k-ω model in
the high-entrainment ratio range, i.e. at conditions most interesting for the current application.
On the other hand, the k-ε models better predict the positions of maximum efficiency –
knowledge needed in ejector design optimization.
Also an ejector performance sensitivity test towards multiple ejector dimensions and boundary
conditions was conducted by simulations employing the SST k-ω turbulence model. The main
findings were that none of the tested parameters explain the deviation between experimental
and simulation data. However, the sensitivity of ejector performance was found to increase
with decreasing primary pressure, which should be considered when sizing the ejector.
Moreover, an ejector flow control setup based on static flow restrictors, enabling operation at
discrete current levels, was designed, built, and tested. Compared to other ejector inlet
pressure control approaches considered, the present solution is by far the least expensive.
After verifying by initial tests that the ejector control approach functions as intended, the ejector
with the control setup was integrated into a 5 kW fuel cell system. The operation of the
complete system was verified by conducting a polarization curve measurement. The results
show that the ejector with its control setup functions as intended, achieving a recirculation rate
of 41 % to 62 % fuel utilization per pass at a current range of 26 A to 158 A (1.0 kW to 4.7 kW
gross electric power).
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